
Standard Model XL Model

Power recline Yes Yes

Manual recline Yes Yes

Weight capacity 300 lb. 500 lb.

Back height  (from floor/from seat) 47”/29” 49”/31”

Overall width (2 gray tables down/up) 32.5”/52” 36.5”/56”

Maximum width (arms open at widest) 90” 94”

Minimum width (arms open at 180º) 32.5” 36.5”

Seat width 23” 27”

Seat height/depth 224.5”/20.5” 24.5”/20.5”

Arm height  (from floor) 29” 29”

Overall upright depth / Trendelenburg depth 43”/75” 44”/77”

Dual thermoplastic casters (diameter) 4” 4”
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ACCESSORIES

USB Charger Side Tables Foot Tray Push Handle Tablet Holder

FEATURES

Powered or Manual 
Recline

Swing-Away Arms 4” Dual Thermoplastic 
Caster with Central-

Locking

Standard & XL Sizes Heat + Massage

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Push handle Fixed front casters
with accessible lock tabs

Swing-away arms

Trendelenburg

Retractable foot tray

Push handle

Infinite position backrest

5" casters

FEATURES

The Inverness 24-hour treatment recliner 
is superbly cra�ed with a suite of intuitive, 
practical, and durable innovations to 
address patient and clinician comfort. 
Using thousands of documented hours of 
feedback and refinements helped create 
an ideal blend of daytime luxury with 
nocturnal comfort upon which patients 
can sleep through the night. The Inverness 
provides comfort, utility, and flexibility for 
multiple treatment applications.

inverness

Shown with optional headrest cover. 

Swing-away arms
open to 180°

Infinite position backrest.

Please refer to the "Fabrics & Finishes" page within the "Resources" section of our catalog for more information on available fabrics.

VINYL SELECTIONS

Champion Collection

Push handle Fixed front casters
with accessible lock tabs

Swing-away arms

Trendelenburg

Retractable foot tray

Push handle

Infinite position backrest

5" casters

FEATURES

The Inverness 24-hour treatment recliner 
is superbly cra�ed with a suite of intuitive, 
practical, and durable innovations to 
address patient and clinician comfort. 
Using thousands of documented hours of 
feedback and refinements helped create 
an ideal blend of daytime luxury with 
nocturnal comfort upon which patients 
can sleep through the night. The Inverness 
provides comfort, utility, and flexibility for 
multiple treatment applications.

inverness

Shown with optional headrest cover. 

Swing-away arms
open to 180°

Infinite position backrest.

Please refer to the "Fabrics & Finishes" page within the "Resources" section of our catalog for more information on available fabrics.

VINYL SELECTIONS

Champion Collection

Ascent


